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An Ancient Wisdom Text Revealed . . .Â Â Both an ancient, "found" wisdom text and a sumptuous,

epic novel, Gaia Codex reveals the hidden histories of a world long forgotten, the secret wisdom of

an ancient lineage of women, the Priestesses of Astera. Set in a near future of impending societal

and environmental collapse, the novel is a tale of hope and remembrance, as well as an inspired

vision of humanity's origins and of the potential we hold for conscious evolution.The Story...Lila

Sophia had heard the whispered tales, stories of an ancient lineage of women, the Priestesses of

Astera, who through the rise and fall of civilizations have protected codes of cultural and planetary

rejuvenation, the Secrets to Life. Although these women have lived in every culture, few have

known of their existence-until now. Born onto a planet in the throes of environmental and social

crises, Lila's life implodes when her mother, Dominique, suddenly dies, and Lila is left with a

mysterious illuminated manuscript that reveals that Lila is both a priestess and a genetic experiment

called the Metamorphosis Project, a fusion of alchemy and magic designed to rebalance humanity's

relationship with the Mother Earth. In search of her sister-priestesses and further understanding of

her origins, Lila journeys from the mythic countryside of Glastonbury to Delphi, to an ancient hidden

temple in the center of Paris, and finally, into the heart of the  jungle. On her quest, Lila learns how

to use her mutation to benefit Life. She also must decide between two passionate loves: a wise and

beautiful sister-priestess, Rhea, and a mysterious man Theo, who has been waiting for her for

millennia. Explore More:Â GaiaCodex.comÂ 
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I've been teaching thousands of women the principles of Nature-based Divine Feminine spirituality

for years now and this book is filled with those same magical secrets. I love the way Sarah weaves

these mysteries so poetically and beautifully through this fascinating read. I simply wasn't ready for

the book to end. The infusion of the Gaia Codex nodal insights was brilliant.If you want a deeper

sense of the ways of the priestess this book is a must read. If you long to align your life with the

ways of the natural world, read this book. If you would like to more fully understand the alchemical

process of transformation dive into the world of the Gaia Codex and enjoy!Sarah Drew truly

captures the essence of the Divine Feminine. While Sarah and I have never met I consider her a

soul sister. Thank you for writing this delicious and powerful book Sarah!Lisa MichaelsInternational

Bestselling Author * Divine Feminine Leader * Nature-based Money MentorProsperous Priestess

Handbook: A Guide to Unlock the Secret Riches of Your Inner Creation GoddessNatural Rhythms:

A Sacred Guide into Nature's Creation SecretsNature's Success System: Secrets to Energize Your

Health, Wealth & Passion with the Feminine Power of CreationElemental Forces of Creation Oracle

Cards

I wanted to adore this book. The artwork is lovely, inside and out, and the language is poetic. If you

are a youngster on the path of the sacred divine feminine, this book may hold treasures for you.

Otherwise, the archetypal energies in this novel have been mostly overdone. Instead, I recommend

The Mist of Avalon...blessings to you...

A Gita for the Goddess, GAIA CODEX delivers me into a world I already know as my own, a world

that knows itself in the burden and the blessing every womanÃ¢Â€Â™s carries. To read it is be

wrapped in a fabric of memories my soul has known throughout time, memories I hold in my blood,

bone, and breath, memories woven into every love and loss that has touched my life, into the

love-song I walk with the earth and the More-Than-Human world. Gaia brings this inner knowing into

vibrant, poignant, and holy detail. I believe it can be this for all women, young or old. I believe it can

be a bridge for mothers and daughters, teens and elders, sisters and friends, unlocking a deeper

communion and purpose than we believed possible. The book as an invitation know ourselves as

carriers of the evolutionary impulse of humanity. May it travel to hearts and souls far and

wide.Samantha Sweetwater- Founder Dancing Freedom

In spite of numerous typos, the book was filled with beautiful love...in all its manifestations, and a



spiritual energy that infused every cell of my body. I could not put it down. Sadly after a day living in

another dimension with the magically written story I was dropped off a cliff with bitter

disappointment. Two main themes, woven magically throughout the book, were not completed. For

my own satisfaction, I laid in bed early this morning and finished the book so that the ending was

compatible with the rest of the story. Only then could I release it with a prayer of gratitude for the

hope it gives us all.

This is a book I will read over and over. Sarah Drew has thanked many people who were either

directly, or indirectly involved in the creation of this book. And no wonder! Sarah has traveled the

world, both the sublime, hidden one and the world in plain view, she has witnessed and absorbed

teachings of indigenous peoples, elders, and many others. She then used all those colorful threads

to weave a tale both old and new. At times I felt as though the words were written on my very skin.

This book is both enchanting and challenging! It is a warning, a remembering, and a call to awaken

the Divine Feminine Spirit so that we may join in the great dance of life. It is also a love letter to our

Great Mother Earth. Thank you Sarah Drew for bringing this enchanting story to life!

The Gaia Codex was a book I could not put down once I picked it up. It rang true to every cell in my

body even as a work of fiction. The characters had so much life in them as you followed them

through the story that you couldn't help but get caught up. The imagery was beautiful as well. I loved

the message that it sent that we all have the power within us to create a better world. And the

sisterhood that we can create when we remove competition so that we can all move forward in this

world and make a better place is very apropos for where we are at this time. We need more books

like this. If you are looking for a solid story, a beautiful read and something that will feed your soul

and be food for thought - this is the book for you.There were so many sections of the book that rang

true for me. I ended up posting quotations in one of my goddess groups and those of us that read it

got to share how it affected us and others ordered their own copy. I just love the themes of

sisterhood and the power that we hold within us if we are willing to look inside and then use it. We

are all powerful beings capable of bringing change in the world. I love the way the story presented

that - the fiction aspect made it more palatable than reading a self help book - easier to integrate

those ideas. I read it at just the right time in my life and every page was a blessing. This book gave

me the good chills I so love when reading.

I thank you with my whole heart for the Gaia Codex. I lingered over each word in this book of



remembering, As I read, ancient hopes and new visions were awakened within me. Gaia Codex is a

luminous evocation of all that we have forgotten and all that we have always known. It is a call to

that which we may have only encountered in the dreamtime or in the wildÃ¢Â€Â”a call to nothing

less than a "resouling" of our selves and our relationship with the Earth.
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